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CALCULATING MAC BNE

Harold T. Avery, Oakland, Calif., assignor to Mar

chant Calculating Machine Company, a corpo
ration of California

Continuation
application
Serial No.February
484,562,
September 26,of 1930.
This application
12, 1940, Serial No. 318,490

20 Claims. (CI. 235-79)
Ey
ion. to more fully disclose the present inven

This application is a continuation of applicar
tion Serial No. 484,562, fled September 26, 1930,
by Harold T. Avery, and entitled "Calculating
machine.'
The present invention relates to controlling
levers for calculating machines of the reversible
rotary type adapted to perform the four pri
mary calculations, but particularly to the type

5

embodying means whereby multiplication and

division operations are performed automatically.

()

It is an object of the invention to provide a

controlling mechanism jointly settable by sev
eral operating means.
Another object of the invention is to provide
in a calculating machine a control lever for a
reversing mechanism which is positively oper
able by movement of the automatic division
lever thereby assuring the correct rotative di
rection of the counter actuator to produce a
true quotient without the necessity of an addi
tional setting by the operator when it is desired
to perform a division operation after a multi
plication operation has been performed.
A further object of the invention is to pro
vide means, in a calculating machine, Whereby
a complementary quotient or multiplier may be
be obtained if desired.
Other objects will appear as this specification

progresses.

The invention possesses a plurality of advan
tageous features, some of which will be set forth
at length in the following description, where
that form of the invention which has been se
lected for illustration in the drawings accom
panying and forming a part of the present
specification, will be described in full. In said
drawings, one form and one adaptation of the
apparatus has been shown, but, it is to be un
derstood that the invention has not been limited

to such, since the invention, as set forth in the
claims, may be embodied in a plurality of other
forms and adaptations.

It is manifest that the invention may be en
bodied in any machine. However, in the ac
companying drawings, it is shown embodied in
a calculating machine of the general type dis

closed in the patent to Friden, Number 1,643,710,
dated September 27, 1927, to which reference

is hereby made for a disclosure of mechanisms
of a calculating machine as are not specifically
described herein.
In the accompanying drawings forming a part
of the specification:
' Figure 1 is a right side view of the calculat
ing machine With parts of the casing broken

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section through the
calculating machine looking from the left and
showing the automatic division lever and its .
associated mechanism.
Figure 3 is a rear view of the calculating ma
chine with portions of the casing broken away
to
disclose the present adaptation of the inven
tion.
Figure 4 is a longitudinal section of a rear

portion of the calculating machine taken on
line 4-4 of Figure 3.
Figure 5 is a plan view of the present inven
tion
with some parts shown in section to more
fully disclose the operation thereof.

Figure 6 is a longitudinal section through the
calculating machine with parts cut away to
show the several control means therefor.

Automatic calculating machines heretofore
have been provided with additional setting
means, manipulated by the operator to one posi
tion during the performance of problems in
multiplication to obtain a true multiplier, and
to another position during problems in division

to obtain a true quotient. With this additional

Setting necessary between successive problems in
multiplication and division, it is obvious that
the
registration of true results relies wholly on
30 the human element.
The present invention relieves the operator
of this added responsibility and automatically
SetS registration of either true quotient or true
multiplier; however, the invention comprises
means whereby complementary quotients or
imultipliers may be obtained if desired.
The calculating machine embodying the pres
ent invention is of the keyboard type, and com
prises a reversible rotary actuator, into which
40 values are introduced by the depression of keys.
The rotation of this actuator serves to transfer
these values to the numeral wheels of the accu
mulator register to effect a calculating operation.
For the purpose of making direct action of se
lected values on the numeral wheels of the high
est Order possible, the accumulator register is
disposed in parallel displaceable relation to the

axis of the actuator. .
50

Drive control

The driving mechanism of the machine is sub
stantially similar to that disclosed in the patent
to Friden, Number 1,643,710 and comprises an
55

electric motor which is connected to the drive

shaft 00 (Figures 3 and 4) by appropriate speed
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reducing gearing, and is adapted to be intermit
tently connected to the calculating mechanism

and a pair of parallel links, (not shown), which

are pivoted intermediate their ends to the oppo
site side of plate 20 and held by an appropriate
ly positioned spring so that the plus bar will
to drive the Same.
The means whereby the drive is connected to normally be maintained in its elevated position.
the calculating mechanism includes a clutch 2 The plus bar supporting frame carries a roller
(Figures 4 and 6) having an internal ratchet ar 205 which extends through an aperture in the
rangement which is adapted to be maintained in plate 20, and which, upon depression of the plus
its non-engaging position by means of a clutch
bar 200, moves downwardly and to the rear as a
control mechanism. This clutch control mech 0. result of the manner in which it is supported
anism comprises a bell crank 5, journaled on upon th9 parallel links, and, since this roller
a stub shaft f6 on the machine frame, a foot
abuts the forward side of the arm 20A of control
5A of which is adapted to project through an
plate 20, it is obvious that depression of the plus
appropriately positioned aperture in the clutch bar will result in a counter-clockwise oscillation
housing f2 when the actuator is at full cycle of the control plate 20 and consequent en
position and thereby disengage the clutch mech gagement of the actuator clutch 2.
The means for controlling negative rotation
anism.
A spring 8, tensioned between a stud on the of the actuator comprises a minus bar 220, the
machine base and the forward arm of the bell
stem of which is slidably supported on the plate
crank 5, tends to urge the foot 5A into clutch 20 by means of a pin and slot connection 22.
disengaging position, so that in the absence of This minus bar stem is adapted, upon depres
intervention by other instrumentalities, the ac sion thereof, to depress a roller 225 which is
tuator will be brought to rest with the clutch in
on the forward horizontal end of a
disengaged position when it reaches full cycle journaled
bell
crank
(not shown), the vertical end of which
position after a rotation. Means are provided 2 5 is linked with
mechanism com
for operating the bell crank if 5 to engage the prising gears 3theandreversing
32 (Figure 3) in such a
clutch for the number of rotations requisite to
manner that its Oscillation reverses the direction
perform a desired calculation or enter a factor of rotation of the actuators. The roller 225 also
into the machine, and pin 9 is provided on the
abuts the rearward angular arm 20B of the
forward end of the bell crank for this purpose.
control plate 20 so that depression of the minus
30
Pin 9 is engaged by the notched rear end of a
bar 220, in addition to effecting reversal of the
control link 2 which is pivoted at its forwardi
actuators, rocks the control plate 20 in a coun
end to control plate 20 and normally held in
ter-clockwise
direction to effect engagement of
position overlying the pin 9 by a spring f22 ten the actuator clutch.
The manner in which the
sioned between the shaft 23 and an intermediate
minus bar is connected to operate the reversing
point on the control link. Control plate 20 is mechanism is more fully disclosed in the patent
fixed on shaft 23 journaled in the machine, and
Friden,
Number
1,643,710.operation of the plus
comprises a forward vertical portion 20A adapt to To
prevent
simultaneous
ed to cooperate with the plus bar, and a rear
minus bars, the two ends of a rocking bar
angular portion 20B adapted to cooperate with 40 and
230
underlie
rollers 205 and 225, sind, since
the minus bar. Operation of either of these bars this bar 230 the
is
pivoted
its ends to
or the multiplier keys is adapted to impart a the plate 20, it is seenintermediate
that depression of one
counter-clockwise oscillation to control plate 29, bar rocks the opposite end upward to block si
as will be hereinafter described. This imparts
multaneous depression of the other bar.
corresponding counter-clockwise OScillation to
Automatic multiplication control mechanism
the clutch operaitng bell crank 5, permitting
engagement of the clutch ratchet mechanism for
For the purpose of performing automatic mul
the period that such adjustment is maintained. tiplication, the calculating machine, as shown in
The internal ratchet mechanism of the clutch f 2
the patent to Friden, Number 1,643,710, is pro
is fully described in the patent to Friden, Number
vided with a trip slide which actuates devices
1643,710, to which reference is made for neces 50 engaging a pin. 296 thus tripping or raising the
rear end of the latch lever 2 (Figure 6) to
sary details. Reversing gearing
release the clutch control lever ff 5 at the end of
a Selected predetermined number of rotations of
Fixed to the clutch housing 2 (Figure 3),
actuator. This trip slide is positioned in va
for rotation therewith, is a sleeve 3 journaled 55 the
riable angular positions, the magnitude of which
in an intermediate Wall of the machine, and
is determined by the denomination of the mul
journaled upon this sleeve adjacent the clutch
housing are two gears i3 and 32. These gears, . tiplier key depressed, however, since the trip
adapted to be optionally keyed to the clutch slide and associated mechanism is fully described

housing sleeve 30, are instrumental in driving
the machine, and since One of these gears in

cludes an intermediate idler 3 A in its driving
train to the actuator, it is obvious that said ac
tuator may be driven in either direction. This
portion of the mechanism is fully disclosed in the
patent to Friden, Number 1,682,901, of September

f

in the above mentioned patent, only the control
keys therefor and their connection for effecting

engagement of the main clutch will be described
herein.

R

r

In addition to positioning the trip slide, the de
pression of any multiplier key TOC (Figure 6)
through its laterally projecting pin 70?, imparts

a downward and rearward movement to a bar
702 due to the mode in which it is supported on
the
links 703 and 70s. These links have
The machine comprising the present invention One parallel
end
journaled
in the machine and the other
includes manual means for controlling rotation 70 journaled on the bar
702, and the entire assem
of the actuator for a plurality of operations Se bly is normally held in its elevated position by
lectively in either a positive or negative direction.
a Spring 95 tensioned from an intermediate
The means for manually controlling rotation in
point on the link 703 to a suitable stud in the

4, 1928.

Plus and minus bars

the positive direction comprises a plus bar 200

(Figure 6) conveniently supported on a frame 75 machine. Journaled on a stud in the bar 702
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is a roller 706 adapted to contact the front side shaft 5 by movement of a lever 57, which is
of a lever 707 which is fixed to the end of the
journaled on a stud 58, securely mounted in a
side frame of the machine. The lever 57 is pro
vided on its upper extremity with an arcuate
rack 57A meshing with a gear 59 keyed to the
stud 56 and arranged to rotate the same in its
bearing in the side frame of the machine. Rota
tion of this stud serves to effect a like rotation
of a second gear 60, also keyed to the stud, and
O continuously in mesh with a planetary gear 6
which is journaled On the rear extremity of the
lever 62, and adapted to effect movement of the
cam segment 55 by meshing with an internal
arcuate rack provided thereon. The lever 62
5 (Figure 1) is shown in its forward or true figure
position which, through the planetary gear 6,

shaft 23 opposite the control plate 20. Since
the control plate 20 is also fixed to the shaft
23, it is obvious that the rearward movement
of the bar 702 caused by the depression of a 5

multiplier key will, through the lever 70, ro

tate the control plate 20 counter-clockwise and
effect engagement of the clutch 2 which, at
the end of a predetermined number of rotations,
will be disengaged by the link 2f being lifted
clear of the bell crank pin 9 by action of the
automatic multiplication trip slide.

Counter register
The machine is also provided with a station

ary counter register 300 (Figure 4) comprising
a plurality of numeral wheels 300 which are ar

normally holds the camming segment 55 so that
the slot in the shaft 5 is riding the can's high
portion 55A (Figure 3) which holds the shaft

ranged to be driven by a single toothed actuator
30 through their intermediate gears 302. The 20 5 and the gear 53 in their multiplying posi
single tooth counter actuator 30 is keyed to and tion for a true figure product position. This
driven by its shaft 303, but is longitudinally dis
means that the accumulator and counter actu
placeable thereon by movement of the accumu ators
will both rotate in the same direction.
lator carriage 400. It is driven by rotation of
To
perform
automatic division on the present
the counter register tens carrying drum 40
through the gears 54, 55, and 304 (see also Fig 25 machine, it is necessary to enter the factors in
usual manner, and pull the division control
ure 2), and since these gears are of a one to one the
lever
600 (Figure 2) to its forward position,
ratio with the accumulator actuator gearing, it
through its intermediate pivot point, 60,
is obvious that the actuator 30 will correctly which,
imparts a rearward motion to its lower extremity
count the number of revolutions of the accumu
30 600A. Thus, a like rearward movement is im
lator actuator in any denominational order.
to the slide 602 journaled on this lever
It is well known in the calculating machine . parted
at 603 and slidably supported on its rear end by
art that during multiplication operations the ac
stud 609. This slide is normally held in its for
cumulator actuator must rotate in an additive
ward position by a spring 607, and latched in its
direction and during division operations must
rearward position for the duration of the division
rotate in a subtractive direction, while to obtain 35 Operation
604 which is forced into the
true multipliers and quotients the Counter ac depressionby605a latch
by
a
spring
606. The rocking of
tuator must rotate in an additive direction dur
the automatic division control lever 600 to its
ing both operations. Thus, it is evident that a
forward or operative position, is adapted to effect
second reversing mechanism is necessary to ef
operation through a stud 668 secured
fect synchronous rotation of these actuators in 40 aOnreversing
a projection of the slide 602 and extended
the same directions, or in opposite directions through
an appropriately positioned aperture in
from each other. This second reversing mech
the side frame of the machine to be disposed in
anism comprises a shiftable gear 53 (Figure 3)

having on its hub an annular groove into which

the bifurcated end of a forked member 52 is
disposed. The forked member 152 is secured to
shaft 5i shiftably mounted in the frames of
the machine, and adapted to be transversely
shifted into either of two positions by means to
be hereinafter described. It is evident that a
shifting of the shaft 5 will effect a like shift
ing of the gear 53 which is adapted to include
the gear 3 IA in its driving train to the counter
actuator while it is in one position, and to omit
this gear while in the other position. This mech
anism is fully disclosed in the patent to Friden,

45

of the slide 692 to perform a division operation,
will impart a counter-clockwise rotation to the

lever 57 which, through the gears 59, 60, and

50

55

The present invention comprises means where
by the shaft 5 (Figures 1, 3, and 5) is auto
matically shifted to obtain true multipliers and
quotients during the performance of problems in
multiplication and division, and with settable
means whereby complementary multipliers and
quotients may be automatically obtained for
these problems, if desired. The shiftable revers
ing gear shaft 5 extends through the right side

f6, will transfer said counter-clockwise move
ment to the segment f 55. Since the cam edge of
the segment 55 is disposed in a slot in the shaft
f5, it is evident that this counter-clockwise ro
tation of the segment 155 (Figure 3) will force
the slot from its seat on the high point of the

can 55A to the low point 55C, consequently
shifting the shaft 5 and the gear 53 to their
reverse or division position. Although the ac
cumulator actuator will now run in a subtractive

Number 1,643,710, where additional description

may be found, if necessary.
Reversing leader

a slot 57B provided in the lower extremity of

the reversing lever 57. A rearward movement

60

direction to perform a problem in division, the
counter actuator will still run in an additive di
rection and correctly count the subtractive rota

tions of the accumulator actuator in each de

nominational Order to display a true figure quo
Complementary Setting mechanism
During the performance of certain calculations
it is often found necessary to obtain comple
mentary quotients or multipliers and, as herein
before mentioned, means are comprised in the
present invention whereby this may be optionally
tient.

f5

frame of the machine, and is provided in its out 70
er extremity with a slot in which is disposed a
The operation of the mechanism
camming edge of a segment 55 journaled on a ' accomplished.
comprising the present invention has been de
stud 56, and arranged to the rotated about said Scribed
the lever 62 (Figure 1) in its for
pivot point to effect a shifting movement of the 75 Ward or with
true figure position, where it will remain

2,885,226
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driving transmissions for said actuators, a Cons
during the majority of calculating operations, or trol
member selectively settable to a plurality of
until a complementary quotient or multiplier is
necessary, when it is shifted to its rearward or

positions, and means for controlling the trans

mission for one of said actuators; said means
being controlled by said control member when in
one of its positions for effecting similar rotation

complementary position. This lever 62 is loose

ly
journaled on the shaft 56 and is releasably
held in either of the above mentioned positions
by a spring pressed member 63 (see also Figure

55. It is obvious, then, that a rocking of this
lever to its rearward position will result in a
reversing operation due to movement of the seg
ment 55 effected by rotation of the planetary

0.

rotate it sufficiently to cause the shifting of the
shaft 5 to its reverse position and the slot in
said shaft will be disposed on a low portion of

5

gear 6 f around the normally stationary Sun gear
f60. This movement of the segment 55 will

said cam 55B (Figure 3). With the shaft 15
in this reverse position the performance of a mul

tiplication problem will result in the registration
of the complement of the multiplier in the coun
ter register. However, if the automatic division
control lever 600 be now pulled to its operative

of said one of said actuators with respect to the
other and said means being also controllable by
said automatic division initiating member while
said control member remains in Said set position
for effecting dissimilar rotation of said one of said
actuators with respect to the other; said means
being controlled by said control member when
in another of its positions for effecting dissimilar
rotation of said one of said actuators with re

spect to the other and said means being also con
trollable by said automatic division initiating
member, while said control member remains in
said other set position, for effecting similar rota
tion of said one of said actuators with respect to
the other.

5. In a calculating machine having an automat

ic division initiating member, and reversible ac
cumulator and counter registers; a control mem
ber selectively settable to a plurality of positions,
and means controlled by said, control member

position, the lever 57 (Figure 1) will be rocked
sufficiently to cause a counter-clockwise move
ment of the segment 55 through a limited arc

to place the shaft 5 in the position shown in
Figures 1, 3, and 5, which at the completion of a
division operation will result in a complementary

when in one of its positions for effecting sub

tractive operation of one during additive opera
quotient. The manner whereby this is accom tion of the other of said registers, and control
30 lable by said automatic division initiating men
plished has been described hereinbefore.
ber for effecting subtractive operation of said one
It is also clear that the provision of the above

during subtractive operation of the other of said

described automatic control does not interfere
with the manual setting of the counter reversing

registers.

6. In a calculating machine having an auto
gear by means of the lever 62 when it is de
sired to perform various computations by means 35 natic division initiating member, and reversible
accumulator and counter registers; a control
of the plus and minus bars.
member selectively settable to a plurality of posi
I claim:
1. A register controlling mechanism compris tions, and means controlled by said control mem
ing a control element selectively settable to a
plurality of positions, means for shifting said
element comprising a ring gear having a plurality
of can faces, sun and planetary gears operable to

40

set said ring gear to shift said element, means

for Operating said sun gear, and means for se

lectively setting said planetary gear to a plurality
of positions to cause different cam faces of said
ring gear to contact said element upon a given
Operation of said sun gear.
2. In a calculating machine, a quotient regis
ter, reversibly settable drive means therefor,
means for reversing the setting of said drive

45
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means, an automatic division operation initiat
said operation initiating member upon movement

ing member and means operable in time with

thereof to operation initiating position for ac
tuating said reversing means to effect a reversal
of said drive means from either setting thereof.
3. In a calculating machine having an auto
matic division initiating member, and accumu
lator and counter register actuators; reversible
driving transmissions for said actuators, a con
trol member selectively settable to a plurality of
positions, and means for controlling the trans

mission for one of said actuators; said means

being controlled by said control member when in
One of its positions for effecting dissimilar rota

tion of said one of said actuators with respect to
the other and said means being also controllable
by said automatic division initiating member,
while said control member remains in said set
position, for effecting similar rotation of said one
of Said actuators with respect to the other.
4. In a calculating machine having an auto

matic division initiating member, and accumu
lator and counter register actuators; reversible

60

ber when in one of its positions for effecting
additive operation of one during additive Operan
tion of the other of said registers, and control
lable by said automatic division initiating mem
ber for effecting subtractive operation of said One
during additive operation of the other of said
registers; said means being controlled by Said

control member when in another of its positions
for effecting subtractive operation of one dur
ing additive operation of the other of said reg
isters, and controllable by said automatic divi
sion initiating member for effecting subtractive
operation of said one during subtractive opera
tion of the other of said registers.
7. In a motor driven calculating machine have
ing an accumulator and a counter register, actu
ators therefor, and reversing mechanisms for
Said actuators; a plurality of control members
for normally causing additive rotation of said
actuators, an automatic division control member,
means controlled by said automatic division con

trol member upon movement thereof to operative

position to reverse the direction of rotation of
said accumulator actuator, means controlled by
Said automatic division control member upon
movement thereof to operative position to main

tain the initial direction of rotation of said coun
ter actuator, and means for selectively, adjust
ing a portion of said last named means so that
said counter actuator will initially rotate in a
negative direction.
8. In a calculating machine having an accu
70
nulator, a counter, separate actuators for said
accumulator and counter, a reversible driving
transmission common to said actuators, and
means for Operating said transmission to reverse
75 the direction of operation of one of said actual

2,885,226
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tors with respect to the other; the combination
of setting mechanism for said means including
of means including a first lever manually set

table to any of a plurality of positions and oper
able upon movement thereof to any one of Said
positions to actuate said reversing means, and

means including a second manually settable lever .
effective while said first lever is in any of its
set positions, to operate said reversing means.
9. In a calculating machine having an accu
mulator, a counter, and means for reversing the

5

0.

direction of operation of said counter with re
spect to the direction of operation of said accu
mulator; the combination of means including a
first lever manually settable to any of a plurality
of positions and operable upon movement thereof 5
to any one of Said positions to actuate said re
versing means, and means including a second
manually settable lever effective while said first
lever is in any of its set positions, to operate said
reversing means.
10. In a calculating machine having an accu 20
mulator, a counter, and means for reversing the
direction of operation of said counter With respect
to the direction of operation of said accumu
lator; the combination of means including a first
lever manually settable to any of a plurality of
positions and effective upon movement thereof
to any one of said positions to actuate said re

versing means, means including a second settable
lever for adjusting said revelsing means, a man
ually operable automatic division initiating mem
ber, and a releasable retaining device responsive
to operation of said initiating member to hold ele
ments of said last named means in the adjust
ment effected by said second lever; and means
responsive to the release of said retaining device
for again adjusting said reversing means.
11. In a calculating machine having an accu
mulator, a counter, separate actuators for said
accumulator and counter, and means for revers
ing the direction of operation of one of said actu
ators with respect to the other; the combination
of a System comprising a first member settable
into any of a plurality of positions and a con
necting mechanism controlled by said member
and operable upon movement thereof to any One
of said positions to operate said reversing means;
and a second settable member, and connections
between said Second settable member and said
connecting mechanism for operating the latter
and thereby operating said reversing mechanism.
independently of, said first settable member.
12. In a calculating machine having an accu
mulator, a counter, and means for reversing the

30

40

a setting device movable to a series of positions,
means controlled by said setting device upon
movement thereof from any of its effective po
Sitions to an adjacent effective position for set
ting said settable means to effect a reversal of
the direction of operation of said counter with
respect to the direction of operation of said ac
Cumulator, a plurality of independently operable
actuating devices for said setting device, and
means for transmitting individual and concurrent
movements of said actuating devices individually

and cumulatively to said setting device.
14. In a calculating machine having an accu
mulator, a counter, separate actuating mecha
nisms for Said accumulator and said counter, re
Spectively, and a cyclic driving transmission com
non to said actuating mechanisms; the combina
tion with settable means for reversing the direc
tion of operation of said counter with respect to
the direction of operation of said accumulator,
comprising a shiftable reversing member, of a
can movable to a series of effective positions and
having an operating connection with said shift
able reversing member, a plurality of independ

ently Operable actuating devices for said cam,
and means for transmitting individual and con
Current novements of said actuating devices in
dividually and cumulatively to said cam.
15. In a calculating machine having an ac
cumulator, a counter, separate actuating mecha
nisms for said accumulator and said counter, re

Spectively, a cyclic driving transmission common
to Said actuating mechanisms, and automatic di
vision mechanism including a settable control
member; the combination with settable means
for reversing the direction of operation of said
counter with respect to the direction of opera
tion of Said accumulator, of setting mechanism
for said means including a setting device mova

ble to a series of positions, means controlled by

45
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Said Setting device upon movement thereof from
any of its effective positions to an adjacent effec
tive position for Setting said settable means to

effect a reversal of the direction of operation of
said counter with respect to the direction of oper
ation of Said accumulator, an actuating device
for said setting device operable independently of
Said automatic division control, member, and

means for transmitting individual and concur
rent movements of said actuating device and
Said
automatic division control member individu
ally and cumulatively to said setting device.
16. In a calculating machine having an accum
direction of operation of said counter with re- :5 5 ulator,
a counter, separate actuating mechanisms
spect to the direction of operation of Said accu
for
said
accumulator and said counter, respec
mulator; the combination of a System comprising
tively, a Cyclic driving transmission common tC.
a first member settable into any of a plurality of Said
actuating mechanisms, and automatic divi
positions and a connecting mechanism controlled
Sion
mechanism including a settable control
by said member and operable upon movement Gt) member;
the combination with settable means
thereof to any one of said positions to operate
for reversing the direction of operation of said
said reversing means; and a second settable
counter with respect to the direction of operation
member and connections between said second set
of Said accumulator, comprising a shiftable re
table member and said connecting mechanism for
Operating the latter and thereby operating said Wei'Sing member, of a can movable to a series of

reversing mechanism independently of said first

Settable member.

13. In a calculating machine having an accu

Inulator, a Counter, separate actuating mecha
nisms for said accumulator and said counter, re
Spectively, and a cyclic driving transmission com
man to Said actuating mechanisms; the combina
tion with settable means for reversing the di

rection of Operation of said counter with respect
to the direction of operation of said accumulator,

effective positions and having an operating con
nection with said shiftable reversing member,
an actuating device for said cam operable inde
pendently of said automatic division control
meinber, and means for transmitting individual
and concurrent movements of Said actuating de
Vice and Said automatic division control member
individually and cumulatively to said cam.
17. In a motor driven calculating machine, a
rever'Sing mechanism, operating means therefor
75 comprising a planetary gear System including a

6
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ring gear, a sun gear and a planetary gear, a plu
rality of can faces or said ring gear, a manually

operable automatic division initiating member, a

manually settabla member, means operable in
time with one of said members for oscillating said
sun gear to cause displacement of said ring gear
by rotation of said planet gear about its own
axis, and naeans operable in time with the other
of said members to cause displacement of Said
ring gear by orbital movement of Said planet gear.
18. In a motor driven calculating machine hav
ing a reversing mechanism disposed between the
motor
and a gear
motorsystem
drivenhaving
portionring,
of theplanet
machine;
a planetary
and
sun gear elements, means comprising a series of
at least three cam faces shiftable by One of said
elements for adjusting said reversing mechanism
to effect successive reversals of the motor driven
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said reversing mechanism to effect successive re
versals of the motor driven portion of the ma
chine thereby, and separate and independently
operable means for adjusting each of the other
elements of said differential movement transmit
ting System concurrently shifting said one of said
elements and said series of cam faces to effect one
Or more successive reversals of the motor driven

portion of the machine by said reversing mecha

10 nism.

20. In a calculating machine having quotient
and dividend registers; the combination with
means for Operating said registers in unison to

effect alternative positive or negative registra
tion, means for reversing the sign character of the
registration upon said quotient register relative
to the sign character of the registraiton upon the

other register, and control devices for setting the
machine for selected kinds of calculations in
cluding a manually settable automatic division
initiating member; of manually operable mecha
nism for setting said reversing means, a releasa
ble latch responsive to said automatic division ini
tiating member upon setting thereof to hold said
25 reversing means in set position, and a spring ten
sioned by Said manually operable mechanism .
upOn Setting thereof and retained in such ten
sioned condition by said latch; said spring being
motor and a motor drivenportion of the machine;
a differential movement transmitting System hav effective upon release of said latch to cause reset
ing at least three connected elements, means 30 ting of said reversing means.
comprising a series of at least three cam faces
HAROLD. AVERY.
shiftable by one of said elements for adjusting

portion of the machine thereby, and separate and
independently operable means for Oscillating each
of the other elements of said planetary gear Sys
tem, concurrently oscillating said one of Said ele
ments and said cam faces to effect one or more
successive reversals of the motor driven portion
of the machine by said reversing mechanism.
19. In a motor driven calculating machinehav
ing a reversing mechanism disposed between the

